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The government colluding with the private sector to coerce workers to be injected with an
experimental gene therapy or be fired is nothing less than fascism.

Globalist Overlord
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24 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, they don't even bother trying to hide it these days. 
markovchainey
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7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The longer this goes on, the more variants come out, the less effective the
“vaccines” prove to be, the more aggressive the government, big business, and
liberal hellholes get in pushing vaccination…the more certain I become in my
decision to not get this killer shot.

I don’t pretend to know the end game. I am certain I will die at some point, however,
for the time being…this is the best course of action.

Harm’s_way

%

%

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Yes they want us dead.  It isn’t like the unvaxed are going to have a fun life from
here on out as the vaxed continue to die off. 

Vjclick

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Time for community organization, minutemen if you will.  Governors must ally
with the like minded.  The majority, even those who have taken the mark, are
on the side of freedom.  A war against the fascist oligarchy is inevitable if we
wish to retain any semblance of our rights.

 

SamAdams

%

%

1 day ago

Actually, if you pay attention, the shadow government fears the grassroot
campaigns to challenge the 2020 election results which we all know were
tampered with. Our illegitimate government, especially non elected
individuals behind the scenes, knows that if they can't keep getting their
people into power, into the right senate seats and right committees of
oversight, this whole charade could crash down on them.

CondZero

%

%
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1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Your various premises should have led to a better conclusion. 
 

This is going on so long, with so many bad outcomes, because ignorance leads
people who have no valid reason to object to the vaccine to object anyway. 
 

Get the vaccine unless you really can’t and get on with life. 

odatruf

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You will soon realize that giving up your rights for some immediate security will
result in neither long term.  Don't wait until it is too late.  Do not comply!!!

 

 

SamAdams

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Ain't nuttin wong wit da jab. Just ask for the one Biden and his minions got. You can
bet it's not the same killer garbage they are forcing everyone else to take. For Biden it
was most likely happy juice mixed LSD.

not dead yet

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Well I'm not too sure about that non complete sentences, cannot read a
teleprompter, forgetting names, dates, & amounts...  Where am I?!

wizteknet

%

%

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I’ve often wondered who is in the inner circle to be able to receive the saline solution
or vitamin c injection etc and at what point you become say… Eric Clapton.  

Vjclick

%

%
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

The gov't colluding/ordering the "private sector" to delete & ban people from public
platforms for information they don't like, whether true or not, is fascism, as well.

As for the BS in this article, there is only one lawful & legitimate constitutional path
forward, "my body, my choice". The gov't/private corporations HAVE no authority
what goes into my person. Unless I am no longer master of my own person.

Gerrilea

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Sure, do or don’t do whatever you please with your body. That’s your right. But sure
a hell I can also fire your ass if it is in my interest.  

odatruf

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Exactly, but you have no lawful authority to tell me to undergo an experimental
medical treatment.

Can you tell a pregnant woman she must get an abortion?

Can you tell a person diagnosed with cancer to take chemo?

Can you demand that all employees "take preventative antibiotics"?

Can you demand that all employees be sterilized, as a condition of employment?

Can you demand that all employees be single, never married, no children?

NO!

This is no different.

Gerrilea

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

It'll be really interesting how this period of time is represented in history. 
MoneyMonkey

%

%
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

The prophecy has been foretold: Idiocracy, a 2006 Cohen / Judge film. 
odatruf

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

So what are you trying to say?

 

Solecismcles

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Mr. Lincoln was installed to obliterate federalism.

Top down government.

Decatur Guy

%

%

47 2 Reply"

1 day ago

All the jabs were made from fetal tissue.  Religious exemption is a lock.
CthulhuNoLivesMatter

%

%
2 18 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

How the hell do you make microsopic virus spike proteins from fetal tisue?
The Real Satoshi

%

%

22 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The so called vaccine has your own cells make the spike protein.

Where the phk you been ?

Cock Strong

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Deliberately Obtuse
the artist

%

%
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

You don't.  
SuperareDolo

%

%

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

AZN and JNJ vaxes were grown on cells derived from an aborted baby in Holland, in
the late '60s.  The mRNAs are synthetic, but may have been tested on those cells.  And
that testing may not have been material in their development.  It's a less solid
objection.

SuperareDolo

%

%

8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

It is wrong,morally wrong to make a shot or test a shot on the bodies, the insulted
bodies of aborted babies. It is disgusting that America has sunk so low. Disgusting.

Carolynn55

%

%
8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

How about Medical Experimentation on living humans?

The Nuremburg Code was written to prevent this.

mc888

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah, but the Nazi's got the idea from Buck V. Bell, the Supreme Court
decision that allowed the gov't to forcibly sterilize whomever they wanted.
Heck it was the motto of the Eugenicists in this nation for over a century.
Sadly, it is STILL part of the legal framework today, it has never been reversed
or overturmed.

Gerrilea

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

The US exempted itself from the Nuremburg Code - only applicable to its
defeated enemies.

SuperareDolo

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Sensational claim, but not really true.

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/46701/what-connection-does-modernas-
vaccine-have-to-aborted-fetal-tissue%C2%A0

oldschool

%

%

42 Reply"

1 day ago

Just print out a vax card and fill it in yourself.  What can they do, fire you?  Would have
happened anyway, so nothing to lose. Keep your mouth shut and they'll never know.

When faced with evil, you need to get plumb mean.  Otherwise you are bringing a wet
noodle to a gun fight.

Or you can just refuse to discuss it.  Don't argue and try to reason with HR.  Just say your
medical history is personal.  You'll be glad to discuss your work performance though.  Never
quit.  Force them to fire you.  Never get into discussions with co-workers even if you think
they are your friends.  Pro tip, they are not.

 

Frozen BlueScreen

%

%

2 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Read the article about Hawaii arresting and prosecuting a Father and Son for a fake
card as a Federal Offense.

Thanks China Joe!

        

—ALIEN—

%

%

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/46701/what-connection-does-modernas-vaccine-have-to-aborted-fetal-tissue%C2%A0
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18 Reply"

1 day ago

Someone snitched on them.  Again don't tell anyone you have a fake Vax card, for a
fake Vax!

liberty2

%

%

2 5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

They just arrested two in Hawaii for presenting fake jab cards. 

Ophiuchus

%

%

10 Reply"

1 day ago

Fake news.

Don't fall for it.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

%

%

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

To the down voters.

Two Hawaii tourists arrested for falsifying vaccination cards

 

Two tourists who traveled to Hawaii over the weekend have been arrested after
authorities said they violated the state’s coronavirus restrictions by falsifying vaccine
cards. 

The Hawaii attorney general’s office told The Hill on Friday that two men, identified
by USA Today as Norbert Chung, 57, and Trevor Chung, 19, both from the U.S.
mainland, were detained at Honolulu’s Daniel K. Inouye Airport on Sunday after
receiving a tip from a community member prior to their arrival.

Gary Yamashiroya, a spokesperson for state Attorney General Clare Connors (D),
said that the two tourists were arraigned Thursday morning and face up to one year
in prison, as well as a maximum of $5,000 in fines. 

The two men were found to be in violation of Hawaii’s Safe Travels program, which

Ophiuchus

https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/news/2021/08/12/falsifying-covid-vaccination-card-arrested-hawaii/8115665002/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/553438-fully-vaccinated-hawaii-residents-can-travel-between-islands-without
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2 10 Reply"

requires all travelers from any part of the U.S. and its territories to provide proof of
vaccination to avoid a mandatory 10-day quarantine upon arrival. 

Yamashiroya said that the attorney general’s office “will investigate and prosecute
those who cheat the Safe Travels program, which was established to keep our
islands safe.”  

Hawaii Gov. David Ige (D) addressed the arrests in his Tuesday news conference on
the state of COVID-19, saying that authorities will prosecute the men “to the fullest
extent of the law.”

However, the governor noted that “our police departments in every county are short
staffed, and unable to fully police, try and respond to every single violation that is
seen.” 

"But I do believe collectively that we’re going to make an effort to enforce,” he
added. “It is important that these restrictions be implemented in order to slow the
spread of the virus.” 

Authorities and health experts across the country are warning of individuals seeking
to provide fake vaccine cards as more businesses and local governments impose
mandates requiring proof of vaccination to enter some businesses and participate in
certain activities. 

Earlier this month, two airline passengers traveling from the U.S. to Canada were
fined nearly $16,000 each when authorities said they discovered that the
individuals presented fraudulent COVID-19 vaccination credentials. 

https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/567724-two-hawaii-tourists-arrested-for-
falsifying-vaccination-cards

 

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Can you not identify scare-tactics when you see them?
hackjealousy

%

%

https://www.facebook.com/GovernorDavidIge/videos/343295427492643
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/565918-two-passengers-fined-16000-for-using-fake-vaccination
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/567724-two-hawaii-tourists-arrested-for-falsifying-vaccination-cards
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2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Of course I know they are scare-tactics but the point is people are already
being arrested for using fake Kennkarte cards. I hope they ban people from
grocery stores for not taking the jab because that's when the guns will come
out and I'm sure thats the plan written up and gamed in the Think Tanks.

Ophiuchus

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

They were narced on !! ! If no one knows what you did no one can snitch on you !
Montgomery Burns

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

100000000000 to 1 and they both don't have covid... wth... 
pap

%

%

17 Reply"

1 day ago

Me: "All I know is that  this was the card they gave me when I paid $20 at the Walmart
Vax Tent"

Authoruty," The Vaccines are free" 

Me: "You dont say"

the artist

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

lmao, brilliant. 
TheInformed

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

or some democrat gave it to me when I signed up to vote... 
pap

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

The humor in this is very subtle. Glad someone got it!
the artist

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

People are getting caught with those at borders and airports.  Not sure yet, but I'm
wondering whether there's tracking technology that is missing in them.

SuperareDolo

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

They print them at Walgreens on the printer in the clinic. 
adr

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

The tech would be in the arm, not the piece of paper.
SuperareDolo

%

%
Reply"

1 day ago

Read the article again.
hackjealousy

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Contacts for Immunization Records | CDC

All states have your immunization records online, they have now for almost a
decade.

The "vaccine" cards are just cards, but if they check you in the system (which what
do you think it takes for them to do?)

 

cpt. carptastic

%

%

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/contacts-locate-records.html
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Reply"

1 day ago

At least where I work, my company does not have access to my medical records.
I suppose they could request them…but then again one could say you got the
shot just about anywhere…it wouldn’t have to be done at one’s primary care
facility.

It would be worth it to to attempt to make a card if termination is the end result
either way.

Harm’s_way

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Why work for someone that wants to kill you? Science says the gene therapy
doesn't do shit. So if it's not about science, then what is it about?

Againstthegrain

%

%
1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They upload the data from every medical facility, daily they then can "verify" through
said database.  "My Chart"...org.

Gerrilea

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

All your medical records are computerized, easily accessed by any doctor around
the country.  The HIPAA laws have become more lax for any doctor to access your
records over the last few years, though few have noticed. (My surgeon could see
that I got a second opinion in a different part of the state, in a different medical
system entirely!)  I am sure there is also a government list of who has received the
vaccine with the serial number of the vaccine.  I would not use a fake vax card in any
official capacity.  Much more effective to take your money, employable skills, and
business somewhere else.

psychoward

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

Much easier to find a doctor to write you a vaccine excuse.  But these have to be
specified for length of time.

psychoward

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

For some jobs that will be sufficient, for others its not that simple.  LAUSD is
connected to CAIRS, and can validate if you are in the system.

So are Colleges and Universities, Hospitals and Medical Facilities...

SO yeah - maybe your job at Starbucks is going to pass you - but not others.

cpt. carptastic

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Damn it, I'm fully vaxed I swear but I lost my damn vax card. Or pay some other idiot to
get the vax on your behalf in exchange for some cash, plenty of them out there.

JoKe Biden

%

%

39 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

There needs to be a movement among doctors to take $100 and write down that the patient
got the shot while they shoot it in the sink.

The fake passport market can only go so far... we need a network of doctors willing to go
along.

Ghost of SilverIsMoney

%

%

39 Reply"

1 day ago

I asked a gaggle of four nurses about this scenario at a wedding I was at this past
weekend. Not one of them agreed to do this for me. $200? Nope. $300? Nope. They
instead thought I was crazy for not wanting the kill shot.

Toonces McGraw

%

%
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44 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Most nurses are good little Stasi agents for the medical industrial complex.
Live and Let Live

%

%

11 3 Reply"

1 day ago

No, most don't want to go to prison and/or lose their license. I asked a couple
practitioners I have known for over ten years and their response was unanimously
the same. If you choose to go that route, you need to seek out a single medical
assistant or LPN with five kids to feed. 

Oath_Keeper
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Scary Ass....
edgerider

%

%
4 5 Reply"

1 day ago

You got it.  I'm an RN with 28 years in and just 2 more to go.  No way would I
jeopardize that for under the table cash...unless it was a million bucks.

nightrite

%

%

20 1

1 day ago

What about if it was the Right Thing to Do?
Socratic Dog

%

%

5 4

1 day ago

@Nightrite coward and phuck your whole family pos
The Greek horse

%

%
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8 1

1 day ago

IN 2 yrs, millions will be dead and/or permanently damaged. You clearly
have a price and it ain't the alleged "million bucks" but the thousands you
are damning do death.

Bravo! Hypocrite...

Pfft!!!!

Gerrilea

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

A license like that means little, until you actually have one, then it is everything
you have and you would never do anything to jeopardize it or break any rules
or laws.  It is your ticket to being set for life at a comfortable place, and your
entire name / reputation rides on it.   Losing it would be an unimaginable loss
and embarrassment.  People take their professional licenses very seriously,
you would have a hard time finding someone willing to break the law by
falsifying medical records, definitely not for a couple hundred bucks.  They
would be skeptical, and even for thousands of dollars it wouldnt be worth the
liability.  If I ever had ethical concerns that bad, I would resign from my
profession and voluntarily give up my license instead of doing something to
risk having it revoked.

JoePesci

%

%

6 2

1 day ago

Meaningless, we are talking about the existence of our species on this
planet. When they are done with the masses, they will come for the doctors
& nurses that did it.

Gerrilea

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

There is quite a number of nurses that will not get the shot. Probably the one's
that have seen the adverse effects.

The Mason

%

%
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

they must be making too much money from doing TikTok dance videos while "at
work"

What_happened_to_my_ZH

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't try this with white women. 
hlecter

%

%

10 Reply"

1 day ago

my doctor did if for free
HideTheUgly1

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

Mine is related to me, he will not do it, in fact he just calls patients every single day
making sure they're all up to date on the VAX!  Doing the work of the devil for
free!  >=[

liberty2

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

As soon as my doctor sent me an unsolicited email about getting the jabcine,
early on into their availability, I called to cancel the insurance network he belong
to.

Sokhmate

%

%

2 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Epic statement "shoot it in the sink" hahahaha did someone say shoot i love guns
especially my 50 cal, fuk them let them come bwhhhhhaaaahhhhaaa

Sales Boss

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

They’ll just starve you out, tough guy. 
TheInformed

%

%
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%
3 Reply"

1 day ago

Turn electricity & water off too...
wizteknet

%

%

12 Reply"

1 day ago

Why do you think that they arent letting the doctors adminster the vaccine in private
offices ? Instead, it is yes men.and women at CVS, and and large conglomerate
corporate hospitals etc.

Foxy28

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

+99999. Or in tents or under gazebos in the open.
Sokhmate

%

%
30 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Any non vaxxed black person can try to get service, and when they are denied they can file
a civil rights discrimination lawsuit and get paid $$$$

 

White libs: "we dont serve ur kind"

The Real Satoshi

%

%

29 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Well, because I’m a conservative catholic,
I won’t comply.

Sol Invictvs

%

%

20 Reply"

1 day ago

I will not comply.  
CthulhuNoLivesMatter

%

%
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13 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

I have a Sovereignty exemption. 

The solution to this issue...ana ALL issues is pretty simple. They are already doing it
to you. We need to push total balkanization in every aspect of life and see where the
chips fall. Wake up and get started on this list cuz the next list will have your name
on it. 

Rules for the Casino Gulag...

Don’t associate with them

Don’t hire them

Don’t work for them

Don’t buy from them

Charge them 2X

Don’t let them have your Data or DNA

Don’t submit to being poisoned

Buy Silver, Trade in Silver

 

the artist

%

%

20 Reply"

1 day ago

If you, or anyone else wants help, this non-profit law firm is working with people that
refuse to let their employer forcibly vaccinate them:

https://libertyfirst.legal/

TacoNasty

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks.
Sol Invictvs

%

%

https://libertyfirst.legal/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

The pope sold out Catholics the world over. 
alwaysfindasilverlining

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Fvck the pope. Its you and only your relationship with God.
Sol Invictvs

%

%

25 Reply"

1 day ago

There will be no recourse through the courts.  The judiciary is compromised.
Yo Moolie

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Wonder how they will set the religious tests?

Like a conscientious objector in ww1, ww2?

A team from the gov and hours of questions about the gov approved faith?

A_Huxley

%

%
2 Reply"

1 day ago

amy barrette is nothing more than filthy face mask sellout... fubar
pap

%

%

24 Reply"

1 day ago

Masks are bad for you, tests don't work, and mRNA is an unknown substance.

Corporations should have NO 'covid policy'.

Jim in MN

%

%
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23 Reply"

1 day ago

My Religion forbids LETHAL INJECTION.

       

!

—ALIEN—
%

%

22 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

People are beginning to understand why it was so difficult for decent Germans to oppose
Nazis.

It isn't easy is it?

Nazis will destroy you, starve you and kill you with zero guilt or remorse.

Portal

%

%

11 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Yep, get completely brainwashed and will kill their own families for the cause. 
 

I had Libs literally jump back from me when I say I’m unvaccinated. Their repulsed.   

hotrod

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

That’s why I can’t wait to mask up at work.

I’m going to put a big yellow star with the lines as needles on my mask. Maybe it’ll
make people think?

berlinjames02

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

They'll just call you an antisemitic holocaust denier.
bigjim

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

You could try a red triangle - they don't have the Kosher trademark. That color was
for political undesirables. A pink triangle was for homosexuals. Green(?) for
hardened criminals

HowdyDoody

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The options will be"
1.  Get medicated at work.  Get a UBI.  

2.  Work in the "gov" green zone.  With all the other non medicated people.  Earn that
UBI every day.

 

A_Huxley

%

%

19 Reply"

1 day ago

So employers are okay with twice weekly testing with tests that don't work and wearing
masks that don't work. Or you can get a vaxx that may kill or disable you.

  Meanwhile the daily commute to and from a job in a car is more dangerous than Covid.

Whoa Dammit

%

%

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Plus, the vax don't work.

dreamer957

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Whoa,

Good point!

Time to play

%

%
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

And I'm sure the employer will make the employee pay for the testing.  They are in
cahoots with the gov't to paint everyone into corners.  The time is near to put an end to
all of this...

flim_flam_man

%

%

19 Reply"

1 day ago

The fact that there are attempts to remove every right that you have to REFUSE this “so-
called” vaccine is enough to tell me that there is NEFARIOUS intent behind it. It has literally
not been this way for any other vaccine or medication EVER.

lwilland1012

%

%

7 1 Reply"

1 day ago

And 'he' causeth all, both SMALL and GREAT, RICH and POOR, FREE and BOND, to
receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads;

And that NO 'man' might buy or sell, save 'he' that HAD the MARK, or the 'name' of
the 'beast', or the 'number' of 'his' 'name'.

Try a 'word study' of this passage in the Strong's Concordance; WORD by WORD, and
BEHOLD the rise of the SYSTEM in real time.

MontgomeryScott

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

What is the number of ‘Covid’? 
WeThereYet

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

666 or 999, take your pick. The vaccines have lucifern in them. Why?
Suzy Q

%

%
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5 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Look up the prophecies of St. Paisios....particularly the one about a new disease that
would spur a vaccine that would set people up to receive the Mark of the Beast.

BigDawgz

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Thank you.  I found some very good and useful stuff.  Some confirms what I've
already studied and concluded, and some other great materials.

BeerBelly

%

%
18 Reply"

1 day ago

I was walking in to work today and saw a used mask laying on the ground.

Well, I don't have to tell you how terrified I was.

I mean, this is a killer virus and those irresponsible employers didn't even have a biohazard
receptacle for masks to be properly disposed. 

I mean, what's the word I'm looking for? The NEGLIGENCE of it all.

The PTSD is already kicking in.

 

WeR138

%

%

8 Reply"

1 day ago

There is something creepy about seeing a used mask on the ground. 
hotrod

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

and used latex gloves People are pigs
phillyla

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Or a condom on the floor by the pool table.
Muffdiver2269vIII

%

%
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry about that.  She was hot & I was drunk.  Or she was hot because I was
drunk.  Either way, sorry for the mess.

Misesmissesme

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

No problem, I'll step over yours, if you'll step over mine. 

 

Muffdiver2269vIII
%

%

1 day ago

Deal.
Misesmissesme

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Next time call Carl Spackler.

https://youtu.be/QpmECKEHSQs?t=41

 

toejam

%

%

16 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

pretty tired of these edge case objections to 'vaccination'

what about because I don't fucking want it

in a truly free country, that should be all anyone has to say

this is equivocation and bullshit

onemorething

%

%

https://youtu.be/QpmECKEHSQs?t=41
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

You’d think that’s all it would take.

They use the ‘higher authority’ puke, just following orders….

Wayoutwilly

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

This is how tyranny works.  Those couple objections will be useless soon too.
BeerBelly

%

%

16 Reply"

1 day ago

I object to aborted fetal tissue being injected into my body.
Vesta

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

>>>I object to aborted fetal tissue being injected into my body.

The Jab is sort of like Homeopathy - only a tee-nintsy bit of aborted fetal tissue will be
injected into you, really maybe none at all... and it's for the Greater Social Good, too. 

"Pope Bergoglio" has already blessed these jabs, and he is a very Holy Man.

August

%

%

16 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Employers who support the termination of their employees for not taking the Jab of Poison
need to be terminated themselves!!

johand inmywallet

%

%

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Terminate with extreme prejudice...

Ophiuchus

%

%
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16 Reply"

1 day ago

FEDERAL GOVT GUIDELINES FOR EMPLOYEES AFTER BIDEN ANNOUNCEMENT.  

 

1. Nobody is going to get forced to take an experimental vaccine, Biden got on stage and
shot his mouth off and now the federal government has to deal with it in a way that makes it
look like he’s in charge.
2. They listed no less than four ways to get around this “mandate” including a religious
exemption, “attesting” to having taken the vaccine without providing proof, refusing to
discuss the matter altogether, or by submitting to regular testing and harassment at the
government’s time and expense.
3. Their approach was confused, lacked direction and didn’t seem at all like previous
mandates that have been successfully implemented. To discipline or terminate employees
the policy would need to be codified into the official HR policy and would require OPM and
probably a whole host of other government nomenklatura to implement. At that point it
would be ready to take to the unions for negotiation. This is going to be implemented
without any official process, but with enough “escape clauses” to keep from starting a real
problem with sizable portion of employees who are averse to taking part in a medical
experiment.
4. This will be treated like an Executive Memo, it will by quasi-policy but never codified into
official HR policy. It will be held up by the media as a great accomplishment, but in reality
will only frighten a few unresolute employees into getting vaccinated against their better
judgement.

hotrod
%

%

8 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

However I do think that the private larger Corporations are much more organized.  My
company(Edit: company I work for)  for example, has access to the state database and
can and does verify your jab status.  In fact there is an enterprise wide e-mail that goes
out on a daily basis updating us on the percentage of students and staff who are now
"compliant" with vaccination status.  Companies are always better run that .Gov, and
therefore, will not be as easily circumvented.  

MeLurkLongtime

%

%
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7 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

It seems access to jab status violates HIPPA

wjy not check to find out if I have HPV that I could spread or some other STD,
maybe aids.   Tuberculosis? I’ve gone to work with influenza and gave it to other
people. People die from that. 
WHERE DOES IT STOP. I thought my health was private!!

hotrod

%

%

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Yes, I agree, that this would appear to violate HIPAA but the legal
eagles/Compliance officers ( they are both  Attorneys and Information Privacy
Security analysts)  at my workplace have said that because this is a Pandemic,
HIPAA dispensed with many of the regulatory requirements that had been in place
previously. I have not been jabbed, so I hit up one of them who I have been
friendly with over the years and got that information in reply.   Refusing to
conform will come at a heavy price, I fear.  But I have found that many times the
right decision is the one that is the hardest to adhere to, but the easiest to live
with, in the end.  

MeLurkLongtime

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

That database is hardly perfect. Many jabs were given quickly at mass vaccination
sites. 

hlecter

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Yup. I downloaded the religious form. It only says you have to wear a mask now. I
won’t sign anything that says they have a right to a tip my brain. 

Dr. Gonzo

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

That's why you see company policy changes for new employees having mandates...
wizteknet

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

My employer just asked all employees for info on their vax status.  The options were:  I
am vaccinated.  I am not vaccinated.  I am not disclosing my vax status.  I went with
option 3. 

flim_flam_man

%

%

15 Reply"

1 day ago

Can’t wait for the first company mandated person to die within the first three days of his
forced experimental shot. Can you imagine the convoluted mental gymnastics that will
happen during that lawsuit in a court of law. Wait scratch that as the courts will just refuse to
hear these cases. 

jrbird

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Or come to work and get seizures and become paralyzed.
BeerBelly

%

%

15 Reply"

1 day ago

My religion has two pillars of faith: natural immunity still exists and Fauci isn’t God.
wick7

%

%
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14 Reply"

1 day ago

Is it a "touchy" subject to illegally mandate experimental drugs, that are not approved by the
FDA?

Experimental Drugs that never had a proper clinical trial, due to intentional dissolution of the
control groups?

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/08/06/this-is-nuts-moderna-and-pfizer-
intentionally-lost-the-clinical-trial-control-group-testing-vaccine-efficacy-and-safety/

mc888
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

This should be shared far and wide, there is chance of a scientifically sound
study...except for us voluntarily in the control group. 

2muchtax

%

%

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

where the animals experimented upon died...

Carolynn55

%

%
13 Reply"

1 day ago

Trying to make law out of lawlessness - like trying to make chicken salad out of chicken shit.
Pareto

%

%

13 Reply"

1 day ago

Final word is I'm never taking the jab.

They can find me on my hill.

Cock Strong

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They can find me on my hill with my MG 34's......there FIFY
Pareto

%

%

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/08/06/this-is-nuts-moderna-and-pfizer-intentionally-lost-the-clinical-trial-control-group-testing-vaccine-efficacy-and-safety/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Probably getting close to finding out how many 10's of thousands of those and belts
have been stashed away in Europe since 1945. The landser left those things laying
all over the continent.

homericninjas

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Maybe its high time somebody brought em out again.
Pareto

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Stay-behind - Wikipedia
General Byzantine

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

+1 Did not know that.
Pareto

%

%

13 Reply"

1 day ago

I don't need an excuse or an exemption to simply say "No". This whole make your life
miserable thing can cut both ways.

A Lunatic

%

%

11 Reply"

1 day ago

See how easy that was,  If more people wuld simply sayFU and not have fear of
retaliation covid would end.

Ghost of Elon Future

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Its not so easy to make a house payment, or buy food when one has lost their job.
cpt. carptastic

%

%

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stay-behind
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12 Reply"

1 day ago

I’m refusing the vax based on my sincerely held religious belief of f()ck you.
Yo Moolie

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

amen brother moolie
homericninjas

%

%

12 Reply"

1 day ago

My religion? TRUTH. FACTS.

Sincerely held beliefs.

I also identify as exempt from medical experimentation.

11th_Harmonic

%

%

11 Reply"

1 day ago

Shouldn't even need religious exemptions. A good, solid "ph*k you" should do just fine.
Patmos

%

%
11 Reply"

1 day ago

It's all going to fail.  Get ready. 
ToSoft4Truth

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

If this doesn't fail, I will absolutely draw the line at human sacrifice.
August

%

%

11 Reply"

1 day ago

You'll have spike proteins running through your veins screwing up everything in your body
for the rest of your life. And it is not minor damage. 

archipusz

%

%
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11 Reply"

1 day ago

RESIST
Silver Savior

%

%

11 6 Reply"

1 day ago

Ask Donald Trump about the big beautiful vaccine.
Ghost of Elon Future

%

%

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

He wants you to think of his name when you take it.
JayPowell

%

%

9 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Trump Jabs
Ghost of Elon Future

%

%
10 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Aborted fetal cells were used in R&D and/or testing for all three vaccines. If you are
Christian, you have an obligation to refuse the vaccine.

isocratic

%

%

10 Reply"

1 day ago

“It’s prickly dealing with humans who think they are free and have rights and sheet. How we
lie to their face and tell them they aren’t prisoners is a concentration camp as we force
unwanted dangerous serum into their bodies and tell them it’s for their benefit is also prickly.
“

Dr. Gonzo

%

%

10 Reply"

1 day ago

The objections are not primarily religious. The objections are primarily centered around the
fact that the vaccines have not been thoroughly tested. 

onasip123

%

%
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

There's no such thing as a vaccine for a rapdily mutating RNA vrius, e.g. the common
cold or the flu. Just because the makers call their drugs a 'vaccine' does not mean that
they are.

HowdyDoody

%

%

9 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

......
4Celts

%

%

9 Reply"

1 day ago

PhDs most hesitant to take shot...

Interesting, but hardly surprising, especially considering that, as a whole, these individuals
are among the most highly educated and intelligent people on the planet.

The Future Is Now

%

%
8 Reply"

1 day ago

Forty percent of CDC employees won't take it.  A doctors assn took a survey and
found half of doctors won't take it. 

This is a joke. 

archipusz

%

%

9 Reply"

1 day ago

Time to fight back. The mRNA vaccine is obsolete and doesn't work on new strains. So tell
them to F-Off with their covid bullsiht. I'm not playing that game anymore.

Michael Norton

%

%

https://unherd.com/thepost/the-most-vaccine-hesitant-education-group-of-all-phds/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

Does the Virus Exist? SARS-CoV-2 Has Not Been Isolated? “Biggest Fraud in Medical
History”

 

Hell is Empty and the Devils are All Here, William Shakespeare, The Tempest, 1610-
1611

 

Has the “Killer Virus” been Identified. Has SARS-CoV-2 been Isolated?

The CDC Acknowledges that SARS-CoV-2 has not been  Isolated.

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article

 

The official CDC document, (dated July 21, 2021) entitled “CDC 2019-Novel
Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel reads as follows:

Since no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV were available for CDC use at
the time the test was developed [January 2020] and this study conducted, assays
designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of
in vitro transcribed full length RNA (N gene; GenBank accession: MN908947.2) of
known titer (RNA copies/µL) spiked into a diluent consisting of a suspension of
human A549 cells and viral transport medium (VTM) to mimic clinical specimen.
(emphasis added, page 40)

Compare the above statement to the CDC January 28th, 2020 advisory confirming the
isolation of SARS-CoV-2:

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-virus-exist-the-sars-cov-2-has-not-been-
isolated-biggest-fraud-in-medical-history/5752066

JGResearch

%

%

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0516_article
https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download
https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-virus-exist-the-sars-cov-2-has-not-been-isolated-biggest-fraud-in-medical-history/5752066
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Footntoe:

Conclusive Results of the Investigation

What the author of this incisive and detailed report has confirmed is that:

Every institution has failed to provide even 1 record describing the isolation aka
purification of any “COVID-19 virus” directly from a patient sample that was not
first adulterated with other sources of genetic material. (Those other sources are
typically monkey kidney aka “Vero” cells and fetal bovine serum).

Here are 5 compilation pdfs containing FOI responses from 79 institutions in 22
countries/jurisdictions, re the isolation/purification/existence of “SARS-COV-2”, as
well as emails from authors of studies that claimed to have “isolated the virus” and
an email from the Head of the Consultant Laboratory for Diagnostic Electron
Microscopy of Infectious Pathogens at Germany’s Robert Koch Institut, last updated
July 13, 2021

 

 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-virus-exist-the-sars-cov-2-has-not-been-
isolated-biggest-fraud-in-medical-history/5752066

JGResearch

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

There ya go. Go after the foundation of the lie. Keep on.
toejam

%

%

https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-around-the-world-have-no-record-of-sars-cov-2-isolation-purification/
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/FOI-replies-SARS-COV-2-isolation-existence-causation-47-institutions-Feb-12-2021-chrono-part-1.pdf
https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-virus-exist-the-sars-cov-2-has-not-been-isolated-biggest-fraud-in-medical-history/5752066
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8 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

It has now gone up to 74, the number of people on Martha's Vineyard that have tested
positive for covid since Obama's party. The most since April.

Carolynn55

EXCLUSIVE: At least 74 people on Martha's Vineyard have tested
positive for Covid-19 since Barack Obama's maskless 60th birthday
bash - the most cases on the island since April

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Did the police arrest them?
Wisp

%

%

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Can't wait for muh lawsuit to be heard before the Honorable Judge Bought Anpaidfore of
Pfizer District Court. If that fails, I'll get in touch with conservative constitutionalist Justice
Amy Barrett. I know she'll be on my side; Trump said she was a real mensch.

Dionysius Crucified

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You do not understand how this works.  muh lawsuit will likely never be heard by
SCOTUS.  The deal with the devil is we release this vaccine to the masses and you
vaccine creators are shielded from legal liability.  Lest you think this is a novel concept,
they did the same thing with the Swine Flu vaccine in 1976.

Publicus_Reanimated

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

My man, can you understand irony?
Dionysius Crucified

%

%
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8 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

There’s never been a better time to get religious. 

Frux7
%

%

6 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Another one.  Do you not understand how it works?  The direction its going?  Are you
blind to all of this.

Let me lay out how it goes.

The vaccine is being mandated for people working (primarily) at places where most
employees work ON SITE.

You get an exemption, but your employer will claim that while it recognizes your
religious rights, in order to maintain the safety and security of others you will not be
able to work on site, and accommodations will need to be made for you to do some
kind of work remote, the kind of work you don't currently do.  This new kind of work
will be whatever they can find to infinitely frustrate and demoralize you.  Or maybe your
new boss can micromanage you remotely?  Whatever, they will push you until you
quit.  Biden is already talking about denying people benefits who aren't vaccinated, so
now you'll be unemployed, unemployable and ineligible to get benefits.

We are in a huge $#it show right now and its spiraling out of control.  And at the rate
we're going and how passive the resistance is (like saying never been a better time to
get religious instead of actually fighting back), we will all be overrun and vaccinated
happily or unhappily by the end of the year.

We are F'd, royally F'd - every last one of us not wanting this bs...

cpt. carptastic

%

%

2 5 Reply"

1 day ago

You are a shill. Go fear somewhere else.
toejam

%

%
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4 2 Reply"

1 day ago

F you.  A shill for what?

sheep is what you are and what you will always be.

F you

cpt. carptastic

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Who is crying? You. You, who called someone stupid after admitting that you
get the flu vaccine. You are the one that is F'd as you will get what you have
coming. 

toejam

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Welcome to work at the green zone. 
A_Huxley

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I find if management is micro managing me, i become very happy and cheerie i ask
endless questions, i give lots of advice on how to do the job safer, I mention every
safety aspect of the job and ask for their instructions in writing or an e-mail, oh! it's
just for my records, keep a diary for conversations and dates, and repeat everything
they tell you back to them, say good morning and say there name, "Good Morning
Joe" how was your weekend, how's your kids and wife? what did you do on the
weekend? where did you go? How's your knee's looked liked you were limping, no?
Always Always be happy, it drives them bat shit crazy. They do something you don't
like. Let me just run that pass the union. Find a labor lawyer a good one. send
management a letter used to cost $50.00 say $100.00 today. look in your diary, my
client is concerned on this day date witness you the management said did this and
my client felt harassed, did not sleep is suffering from trauma, law suit ill sue for
billions in lost wages and trauma. can never work again, mentally disabled due to
your management. Watch the shitte themselves.

The Mason

%

%
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I work remotely.  Micromanaging is almost never a problem.  You have no idea about
the things you speak err. write.

someitguy

%

%

8 Reply"

1 day ago

Any moment now I'm gonna wake up and it's all been a bad dream.

It will make a fantastic book and film though... I'll make millions!

kieran1968

%

%

8 1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

this could all be over in weeks if gov approved ivermectin. 

 

but they continue the mass genocide of experimental, deadly gene therapies.

 

i am so done with America.  can't imagine what crisis they will foist next, but it is telling
nothing good happens anymore in America

liberty2day

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's everywhere
bigjim

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

It's not in Afghanistan.
krda

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

My religion forbids suicide, so I cannot take the jab.
Hugh Mungus

%

%
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

any mandate is a request for compliance. the nuremberg code is usa law. you cannot be
forced to take an experimental treatment. my wife just got her mandate memo and the fine
print said the vaxx mandate is not mandatory. lol

besnook10
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

pull your head out of your...

My wfe just received her mandate as well, to be fully vaccinated by October 15, which
means September 30 (because you'd need your second shot by October 14th to be
compliant).

Do you know why?

Because the FDA will approve the shots in September.

Now where is your argument?

 

People you think you are so smart and so smug - that you are going to out smart these
evil dictators who have been training for decades at how to force you to do things you
dont want to do.  I wish someone would start shooting but unfortunately nobody will,
the balls that people had in 1776 were cut off and thrown out the window long ago.

 

 

cpt. carptastic

%

%

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I don't see you tossing tea overboard.
Muffdiver2269vIII

%

%
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1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

"I've got too much to lose"

and you don't know me or what I'm plotting - but searching up local dictators
home addresses is a start.  maybe you'll read about me in the news next week?

cpt. carptastic

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Sure thing.
toejam

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You are a funny guy. I am making prudent preparations for me and mine,  and I
don't  tell the feds how far I can be pushed.

" I've got too much to lose" why the quotes? It was your statement. 

We all "got too much to lose", but what if they take it all? What do you have to
lose then? When do you say enough?

I am lucky, for one, I invested well. Two, I am at retirement age; could have
retired years ago, but an opportunity came up I could not refuse, and I am now
better than well placed.

However, I have never made the statement: " I've got too much to lose", that is
a statement made by people willing to lose.

Muffdiver2269vIII

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They can't fire all of us and if they do, at least we have our health.

We will win in the end.

Xena fobe

%

%
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Are you saying that the memo didn't say that the mandate is not mandatory?
toejam

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Note that most of these 'mandates' are at least several months out into the future.

They're intended to spook the herd so those who aren't determined to reject the
Mark of the Beast will rush out to get it ASAP. Most of these 'mandates' will
probably never be enforced.

krda
%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

SO, tell your WIFE to grow a pair, and be FIRED.

Is their MONEY so PRECIOUS to you that you and she would allow yourselves to be
SACRIFICED for it?

MontgomeryScott

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Oh c'mon now.  That's a lofty statement, but the reality for most people is that
they need money to provide basic needs for themselves and their families.  You're
right though, the job, the house, the food...it's no good to you if you're dead.  But
how do you not wind up living under a bridge without it?  Tough dilemma.

flim_flam_man

%

%

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Yeah, steamrolling people's liberty is a bitch.

Engineer Oldenborger

%

%
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

The first sentence is a bit off isn’t it, Tyler?

 

Since when has it ever been the Presidents job to enforce a “vaccination” mandate, in the
USA?

It’s not even a “vaccination”, yet you continue to use the word as if it had meaning.

Tyler has become part of the problem. 

 

freakscene II
%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

I would be taking the names of everyone who threatens me for not taking the shot, and if
they did me wrong, it would not be pleasant for them.

Michael Norton

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

You would give them a stern talking to.
The Mason

%

%

7 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm part of the Government is Evil religion. I object and will not follow their orders. 
JayPowell

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

employers now practicing medicine without license and violating hippa 
left blank

%

%
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

If the test work why the false positives?

If the Masks work why the 6 Feet?

If the 6 feet work why the Mask?

If all 3 work why the lock down?

If all 4 work why the vaccine?

If the vaccine is safe why the No Liability clause?

suds
%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You are so blessed if you live in the United States of America.  Only here can you assert a
religious freedom with a reasonable expectation it will be respected.

You should hear evangelical talk radio.  They are livid and will not take this lying down.  This
is persecution for them.

Publicus_Reanimated

%

%
2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Evangelicals have played a large part in creating this problem with their mindless
support for Israel.

krda

%

%
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6 Reply"

1 day ago

Make them prove the necessity and lack of viable alternative treatments.

Make them explain why no mandatory precautions were ever taken for other more or equally
serious diseases in the past.

You can't mandate experimental medical procedures.  That is still the law. 

You can be sued for permanent damage to my sinus for frequent forced testing.  

Demand a jury trial. Jurors should learn about jury nullification.

Xena fobe
%

%
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

New interview with Dr. Robert Malone…

So that’s point number one. They’re all experimental products.

Point number two; if you’re going to be administering experimental products to
patients, that falls under clinical research, and medical research. And so you have
to follow the guidance for medical research. I mentioned the Common Rule is
codified in the Code of Federal Regulations.

The first clause, importantly, in the Common Rule, is there has to be complete
disclosure of risk. Intuitively, what that means is, when you buy a bottle of aspirin, you
pull out this little piece of paper. You look at that, and you go, “Holy Moly, this aspirin is
going to kill me.” If you read all the way through, it says it could cause heart attacks or
gastric erosions. You look at that and you say, “Oh, I don’t know if I want to take that
aspirin.”

Third key principle; you cannot coerce. You cannot entice. The patient or the subject
has to freely accept the experimental medicine of their own volition. All this
messaging about, “You must take the vaccine. You must take the vaccine
because otherwise Aunt Mary could get infected.” All of this messaging that the
vaccine is safe, and all the peer pressure that’s happening around the vaccine is
coercion.

Dr. Robert Malone, mRNA Vaccine Inventor, on the Bioethics of Experimental Vaccines
and the ‘Ultimate Gaslighting’ (theepochtimes.com)

 

BugMan

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

There's no point in focusing at all on the experimental nature of this shot.  The FDA
is going to approve it in a matter of months.

flim_flam_man

%

%

https://www.theepochtimes.com/dr-robert-malone-mrna-vaccine-inventor-on-the-bioethics-of-experimental-vaccines-and-the-ultimate-gaslighting_3889805.html?&utm_medium=email2&utm_source=promotion&utm_campaign=EET0710&utm_term=1for4M-EpochTV&utm_content=trend2
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Make them explain why you being unvaccinated puts them in danger if they’re
vaccinated. If their vaccination doesn’t prevent disease then they’re not actually
vaccinated either.

WeThereYet

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

there is no rule of law anymore this wont fly when courts just laugh at you
Coopdog

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Can't we all identify as vaccinated people of the opposite sex?  That would make us heros,
right?

nightrite

%

%

6 Reply"

1 day ago

Beginning to think most business is evil
liberty2day

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

A lot of businesses are forced to be evil.

Look to government for evil.

Big Corked Boots

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

They are complicit.
toejam

%

%
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6 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

?

 

smellmyfingers
%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

QR code.
Cock Strong

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

on your forehead or on your right hand
HideTheUgly1

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Or a QR code, on an iphone , in your hand.
Cock Strong

%

%
Reply"

1 day ago

or a microchip used for shopping
HideTheUgly1

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Mask Network
General Byzantine

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Then as an employer, why can't I demand my employees be white, hetero, Christian, female,
etc? 

MoneyMonkey

%

%

https://mask.io/
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Interestingly, by demanding that all employees take the stab, you will ensure that the
vast majority of remaining employees will be white or asian.

krda

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

I had an email forwarded to me about the Vaccine Passport followed up with a tidbit about
an Executive Order from Governor Noem against 'vaccine' mandates. Wow, I picked a good
state!

Password_is_Password

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm waiting for Gov Lee in TN to do the same.  Of course, those orders are only good
as long as they are in office.  All they need to do is cheat, put in a globalist puppet, and
those protections are gone.  No, I'm afraid it is going to take more than temporary
governor orders to stop this.

flim_flam_man

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Your employer doesn't have vaxx liability waivers, like the manufacturer's do.

All its gonna take is some of the unvoluntarily vaxxed to sue the he'll out of their employers
to stop this.

There are already plenty out there, grow a spine and sue them and you will never have to
work there again.

KatLivesKatter

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Our judiciary is compromised as well.  You are right on the merits, but we have traitors
sitting on those benches and we will find no solutions through them.

flim_flam_man

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

Good resources to use with employers regarding informed consent and indemnity:

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal/vaccines-the-law/

oldschool

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

so how does this all change when your governor just declares you have to be
vaxxed to work?  Suddenly, the business would be breaking the law to keep you
on.  

BeerBelly

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

All the animals died. 
archipusz

%

%

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Please put the links to the study

alex jones says this repeatedly then confuses studies, and smooshes the vaccine
together with the virus, obscuring everything

clearly please state the published study / studies where all the animals died, and put
the links so we can see for ourselves

many thanks

ChildWifeAisha

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

You're correct that actual links are not available. Dr. Robert Kennedy spoke of it
based on a 2014 paper but that paper doesn't say the animals (ferrets) died.  The
$17,000 covid hospital payout and $30k respirator payouts are hard to find too but
there were other payouts for even more Federal money depending on what state the
covid patients were in.

Friedrich not Salma

%

%

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal/vaccines-the-law/
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5 Reply"

1 day ago

The EEOC website is clear on the religious exemption. The employer must be in possession
of material facts that would lead to an objective conclysion that the sincerely held religious
belief is well not sincere. And what are the employers doing? The exact opposite. They want
you to answer a questionaire describing your religion and belief system so they can hang
you with your own words. And people fall for it. Be a witness against yourself. Wtf. Does
anyone read the damn law

F em all but 6

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

you mean the laws that say you steal and you go to jail, that we don't enforce?

you mean the laws that say you can't enter the country illegally, that we don't enforce?

you mean the laws that are broken every day by corporations, that don't go enforced?

Why bother reading the law?  So the Supreme Court can tell President "Congress must
pass the law" and he just says meh - extend the eviction moratorium, even though its
probably unconstitutional for me to do so...

cpt. carptastic

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

It's fun.  A reverse IQ test to keep your workers.

It's really an IQ test for the bosses.

Jim in MN

%

%

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Lawyers should expect this. But lawyers represent the BAR and not you.
Corn Pops brother, Pop Corn

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

If you hire a lawyer to sue, you've already lost.  It will cost 100k and take 3 or more
years.  Only the wealthy can afford this, unless you have a friend who will work pro
bono.

Frozen BlueScreen

%

%
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%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

 

The article dances around ... but still not explain WHAT IS THIS EXEMPTION for ???
any clues???

Pandelis

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

There is no exemption. You’ll find out once you’ve outed yourself as a “difficult
employee”. Scary times. 

alwaysfindasilverlining

%

%

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

Yes. They are all Officers of the Court and they owe their allegianceto the Court Banker
first.

Ophiuchus

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

I'm a Hasidic J e w starting today.
crypto_master

%

%
Reply"

1 day ago

Gotta glue on those curly sidelocks right away!
Stevious

%

%
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Just NO.

As a (semi) intelligent, educated, productive adult, I don't need to explain jack-sh!t to anyone
about anything I do, especially when it comes to medical treatments. As I sure as F don't
need a "government approved" reason. 

The very fact we're having a conversation on how to legally avoid government edicts and
decrees instead of just sticking with "none of your GD business" proves we have lost.

SmokeyBlonde
%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

No. Nothing is lost. This is why we are here.
toejam

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Somehow there are more jobs available than there are people available to work. Let's fix the
worker shortage by mandating vaccinations for workers. That'll fix the problem and show
everyone who's the boss.

Suzy Q

%

%
1 Reply"

1 day ago

The people running America's corporations into the ground are so brilliant!
The Future Is Now

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

How did corporations survive to become so large with such brillingness at the helm?
Corporate welfare paid for by...

Suzy Q

%

%
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

What about the tens of MILLIONS of military personnel that have been given dozens of
shots for bogyman stuff?

Shots for anthrax comes to mind!. Back in the day, I had 4 JABS at the same time for ?

A lot of my fellow brothers are no longer here, many have died, early from different types of
cancer or?

Why would these people, trust the Covid JAB?

Time to play
%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Enter the concept of government-sanctioned religions and fake religions we deem aren't
real.

 

 

 

V'ger

%

%

4 8 Reply"

1 day ago

Oh, now you want rights in the workplace? Sorry. It's called "at will employment." Don't let
the door hit your ass, commie. This is my business.

Dionysius Crucified

%

%

5 2 Reply"

1 day ago

Following the constitution hardly makes someone a commie.  Also, as has been
established already via SCOTUS, "at will" does not give employers unconstitutional
rights. 

You would not be the first business buried in an avalanche of litigation for the mistake
of thinking ANY law trumps the constitution. 

CautiousOptimism

%

%
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2 4 Reply"

1 day ago

Where in the constitution does it say you have a right to a job? 

Since when is it an "unconstitutional right" for an employer to offer literal at-will
(meaning I can fire you for no reason at all) employment?

Which law trumping the constitution would employers need to appeal to? Your
freedom of association is all that is necessary - which is in the Constitution. 

V'ger

%

%
1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

The presumption of this article is that people are refusing the jab on religious
grounds. 

Whether or not they are being truthful is impossible to prove, and religious
freedom and the freedom from persecution are absolutely codified in the
constitution, and upheld time and again in 100s of SCOTUS cases.

In this particular instance the religious grounds have undeniable merit due to early
testing and manufacture practices for the vaccine and the end result of
vaccinations (gene edits) go against every religion's beliefs.

All that without bringing up that the Nuremberg code forbids the compulsory
administration of experimental medicine. 

CautiousOptimism

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

^ This is a leftwing perversion of the notion of "freedom" and "rights".
The American meaning of political freedom and rights are negative rights - you
are free when you are left alone. You rights are rights to you own life, and
property - nobody else's. 

An employer being arbitrarily selective about who they associate with is not
"persecution" because the employer's baseline relation is zero obligation in the
first place. If you have no right to the employer's property, time, or life, being
denied it is no injustice to you. Unless the employer is taking tax-money (and
no, tax credits/deductions do not count), there is no claim against their
property. 

Further, this idea that the constitution limits the rights of private entities is a
also a corruption of American law. The constitution is a document explicitly
limiting the government. It is not some law defining right behavior among all
legal actors.

At-will employment is a mutually free association by definition. There is no
compulsion and therefore Nuremberg is irrelevant. 

V'ger

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The courts in the US have been lost for decades. Even the so-called "conservative"
ones. My comment should be a wake-up call. Have you been watching "SCOTUS"
over the past few years, or even the last six months? You think these people are
going to come to your defense? Wake up, Neo.

Dionysius Crucified

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

This is actually true and will result in many resisters losing their jobs at least
temporarily.  We can only hope there is an asset they can file a claim against when the
truth is revealed.

Publicus_Reanimated

%

%
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1 2 Reply"

1 day ago

What would be the basis of their claim? What stops an employer of any business
whatsoever from requiring all employees to climb Mt Everest if they want to be
employed? Is it dangerous? Sure. Could someone die trying to maintain their
employment? Sure. Are anyone's rights being violated? Nope. 

The employer will likely go out of business for lack of labor - but that's their problem.

V'ger

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What stops an employer from demanding that all female employees give him
blowjobs every morning?

krda

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Probably the Civil Rights Act - which isn't the Constitution.
V'ger

%

%
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

I made my comment not in agreement with that sentiment, but to point out to the
conservatives and libertarians on here that their prior actions and decisions are
going to have consequences.

The problem we have in the US is quite clear: the vaccination will not be considered
an undue hardship by the courts (it's free and widely available), it is being asked of
all employees equally (i.e., it's not singling out a protected class), and it can be
classified as contributing to workplace safety.

Putting the employer in the right 99.9% of the time (as conservatives have done
through law and custom) means in practice that the employer is right 99.9% of the
time. Resisters can hope that a vaccination will fall into the .1% category under the
law, but it's highly improbable that relief through the courts will arrive in time to save
anyone's job, mortgage, or career.

Perhaps giving employees some rights -- instead of eroding them to the point of
South African diamond-mine conditions in the name of muh free market -- would've
prevented this. Now it's too late.

Dionysius Crucified

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

You don't believe in vaccines, you're an anti-faucite.
2muchtax

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Faucophobia?
ChildWifeAisha

%

%
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4 1 Reply"

1 day ago

BOSS : vaxxines are mandatory

WORKERS : not taking it

LAWYERS : KaCHING!!!

HideTheUgly1
%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Same thing I said when Gay Marriage became legal; 'Let the Lawyers rejoice!'
MeLurkLongtime

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Sorry, legal precedence was set a long time ago for employers to mandate vaccines.

Give one standing example where the plaintiff has won?  I can list MANY where they
have lost recently.

cpt. carptastic

%

%
4 Reply"

1 day ago

Anybody who hires a law firm that dictates the vaccine for its employees and partners to
represent them in this kind of suit is like Michael Flynn when he hired Covington and
Burlington.

RagaMuffin

%

%

4 Reply"

1 day ago

Sue them hard. The execs who think it's ok to do all this have manure for brains. 
Silver Savior

%

%
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

We are headed for a lot of problems if Employers are allowed to enforce these
UnConstitutional edicts with the governments blessing. What kind of country does this to
their citizens? Not a Republic. Our government cares nothing for our rights and liberties
when it mandates misrepresented, little tested, poisons with no proper consent. We no
longer live in the land of the free.

CondZero
%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

They really aren't un-constitutional, though I can understand the sentiment.  The case
of Typhoid Mary comes to mind, it's a fascinating
case: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3959940/

And it DOES relate to the Covid-19 vaccination debate

"Mary’s case is a perfect example of how the Health Care system provokes social
attitudes towards disease carriers, often associated with prejudice. This case
highlighted the problematic nature of the subject and the need for an enhanced medical
and legal-social treatment model aimed at improving the status of disease carriers and
limiting their impact on society [9,10]. Probably the answer to the rhetorical question
“was Mary Mallon a symbol of the threat to individual liberty or a necessary sacrifice to
public health?” is a single word, “balance”. After all what Mary ever wanted was to be a
good plain cook [11].

Stevious

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

The Legal experts are pushing for civil war...

 

Those Tyson Food workers are the glimpse of what is to come...

 

This is America and you can shove your medical tyranny where the sun don't shine!

HoodRatKing

%

%

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3959940/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

So will this criminally fascist, corrupt Government "allow" you an exemption based on your
Religion? Maybe for now. But eventually no. The illusion of you still having such freedom
may be useful to them. Until it isnt. Then your exemption is history.

Animal Mother
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Your rights never go away, just because they print all the money and have soldiers
doesn't mean your rights don't exist, their laws are just as fake as their elections,
money, corporations, etc...

HoodRatKing

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

How many times does an aborted fetus have to be cloned before its DNA no longer comes
from an aborted fetus ?.

Was the aborted fetus consulted about being aborted before being aborted ?, and give its
informed consent to be aborted ?; if not, was its human rights fully observed ?, or were its
human rights violated or even taken into consideration ?.

Why has the Pope, the head of the Roman Catholic Church, an organisation that regards
abortion as an affront to God, a crime against humanity and evil in the extreme, given his
blessing to the use of aborted fetal cells in "vaccines" ?.

So many questions to be asked as regards the motives of the Elite, and the answer always
comes back to two words; POWER, CONTROL.

Power over, and control of the people.

Greed is King

%

%
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

Never surrender, never give in

Never let the enemy win

never say why, never say die

It is always worth another try

 

Better keep cool and play the ace.

 

Blitz

Wettberwerb
%

%

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't forget to rack up a bunch of parking violations and speed camera tickets before you
turn in your company vehicle.

Got a K space problem? Yo I'll solve it!

%

%

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

How about i just plain fkn OBJECT!!!!!!!!

God talks to me and told me never take the shot, I'm now highly religious. God talks to me
now, prove me wrong. he says your mother dresses you funny.

I had a vision from God, he showed me the poisons that are in the vaccine here is the list
prove me wrong.

God told me Covid doesn't exist, prove to me it does produce it in this court room.
Otherwise FOOK OFF!!!!

The Mason

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

He is a very good lawyer.
toejam

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Freedom is my religion

I am not going to have an employer coerce my personal medical decisions

my body, my choice

ChildWifeAisha

%

%
1 Reply"

1 day ago

New interview with Dr. Robert Malone…

 

To my eye, from bioethics, we appear to be failing to meet the Code of Federal
Regulations and Federal Law, let alone fundamental precepts that go back to the end
of World War II. We’re not providing full disclosure of risk. We’re not doing so in a way
that’s readily comprehended by the public. And we are enticing, compelling,
coercing, and otherwise not respecting the rights of the individual to choose
what happens to their body.

Dr. Robert Malone, mRNA Vaccine Inventor, on the Bioethics of Experimental Vaccines
and the ‘Ultimate Gaslighting’ (theepochtimes.com)

BugMan

%

%

3 1 Reply"

1 day ago

I have several exemptions.

In various calibers.

TessieTickles

%

%

https://www.theepochtimes.com/dr-robert-malone-mrna-vaccine-inventor-on-the-bioethics-of-experimental-vaccines-and-the-ultimate-gaslighting_3889805.html?&utm_medium=email2&utm_source=promotion&utm_campaign=EET0710&utm_term=1for4M-EpochTV&utm_content=trend2
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Im sure you'll get your injections once in jail.
cpt. carptastic

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

If you subscribe to the rule: Get two before they get you, jail is not an issue.
Muffdiver2269vIII

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Probably wouldn't surprise many that a real side effect of working from home is less revenue
for oil companies.

You're happiness and quality of life be damned when it comes to corporate profits.

JrhythmG

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

EVERYONE gets the chip, in their forehead or right hand, no exceptions.  The FREEDOM
chip will contain all information needed to exercise FREEDOM & Liberty in society.  NONE
will be able to buy, sell or trade without the mark---oops scratch that, the chip.  Then, we
shall have peace.

ReturnOfDaMac

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Me saying no does not involve a lawyer.
homericninjas

%

%

1 day ago (Edited)

See how the Jewish folks in NYC and Fl will react to these facts:

 

Nazi Grandpa: “Show me your papers.”

Nazi Grandson: “Show me your digital papers.”

JGResearch
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Report exposes a digital Co-vid vaccine passport company that is linked to a
prominent Nazi family.

 

Entrust Corp:  The billionaire Quandt family's Datacard Group agreed to buy Entrust Inc., a
maker of identity management and authentication software.

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-12-17/quandt-family-buys-entrust-in-shift-
from-card-swipes-to-online

Vaccine passports, national ID’s, secure credentials and considerations for building trust in a
post-pandemic world.....

https://www.entrust.com/blog/2021/02/vaccine-passports-national-ids-secure-credentials-
and-considerations-for-building-trust-in-a-post-pandemic-world/

 

 

Vaccine credentials can become part of the infrastructure of the new normal, but only if they
work to bolster trust – among individuals, organizations and governments.

 

The company Entrust. A company who just recently signed a contract with the United
Kingdom to provide digital passports for COVID-19 vaccine tracking.

 

*****************************************************************

 

Quandt family

 

The Silence of the Quandts: The history of a wealthy German family(BMW)

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2008/11/quan-n29.html

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-12-17/quandt-family-buys-entrust-in-shift-from-card-swipes-to-online
https://www.entrust.com/blog/2021/02/vaccine-passports-national-ids-secure-credentials-and-considerations-for-building-trust-in-a-post-pandemic-world/
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2008/11/quan-n29.html
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https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/breaking-the-silence-bmw-s-quandt-family-
to-investigate-wealth-amassed-in-third-reich-a-511193.html

 

https://www.dw.com/en/german-industrialist-family-breaks-silence-over-nazi-ties/a-3530701

 

 

BMW's Quandt Family to Investigate Wealth Amassed in Third Reich:

Germany's wealthy and reclusive Quandt family, a major BMW shareholder, has gone on the
defensive. For decades the family repressed its Nazi past, but a new documentary film
provides new photos of old revelations that have prompted the Quandts to confront their
own history of using slave laborers in factories during World War II.

https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/breaking-the-silence-bmw-s-quandt-family-
to-investigate-wealth-amassed-in-third-reich-a-511193.html

 

 

 

*******************************************************************************

Günther Quandt was quick to seize the profitable opportunities presented by the rise of the
Nazis. He gave generous donations to the fascists and joined Hitler's National Socialists
(NSDAP) in 1933. He maintained close and also private relations with prominent Nazis.
Following her divorce from Quandt in 1931, his second wife Magda married the future Nazi
propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels, who also adopted her son, Harald Quandt.

 

Günther Quandt rose under the Nazis to become one of the biggest arms tycoons. His

https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/breaking-the-silence-bmw-s-quandt-family-to-investigate-wealth-amassed-in-third-reich-a-511193.html
https://www.dw.com/en/german-industrialist-family-breaks-silence-over-nazi-ties/a-3530701
https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/breaking-the-silence-bmw-s-quandt-family-to-investigate-wealth-amassed-in-third-reich-a-511193.html
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3 Reply"

batteries were a significant component in numerous military vehicles and weapons. The AFA
works supplied the main batteries for submarines and the long-range V2 rocket during the
war.......................................

 

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

This gal lays it out nicely

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ByKbaT79NcAJ/

homericninjas

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Thanks, good link......
JGResearch

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I think the human resource people who have to fire somebody are gonna get religion real
soon.

OverTheUnder

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

Every employer that mandated the jab should be sued due to fact that CDC has turned this
into a science project

You_Cant_Quit_Me

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

I will create a business where no one ever has to be worried about being vaxed and I will
have very loyal and productive employees. No masks allowed in the work space either!

Silver Savior

%

%

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ByKbaT79NcAJ/
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3 Reply"

1 day ago

What if the Board Of Health gets on your ass, your insurance company dumps you,
your bank cuts off your line of credit, you have a bunch of Karens picketing out front,
and the local press does an Op Ed on how you're endangering the health of the entire
World??

itstippy

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You demonstrate your efficiency out to 1000 yds.
Cock Strong

%

%
2 Reply"

1 day ago

You convert your health care plan to a Christian Health Insurance like Medi-Share.

You crowd source your business through Patriot web sites. There will be people able
to loan you money.

Board of Health can only enforce the statutes as written. Mandates aren't law.

Hold your own press conferences and invite all of the alternative media. Never
apologize, especially to the MSM.

Never give in. Never Surrender.

Help Is Not Coming

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

That rubber stamp is on the way.
A_Huxley

%

%
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Stop writing articles that say some may be able to opt out of this poison due to religious
beliefs.  ALL of us have the right to choose medical treatments that we will accept.  And
discrimination of any form against medical conditions are illegal;  those are the lawsuits that
must fly.

Henry_Ford
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

EVERYBODY needs to STOP cooperating with this corrupt now outward COMMUNIST
government in ANY WAY!  Stop legitmizing this.  PERIOD! 

Bronson_47460

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

AI and transhumanism opens the gates of hell.    There is no other way I can describe those
technologies.

Bank_sters

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

ADA was partially created in the 80s to address discrimination of people who had aids.
Same applies here.  Employers are completely blind to this fact. 

Whodathunkit

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

The former Offspring drummer´s name is Pete Parada.  Funny, the article didnt mention that. 
Good drummers are hard to come by, he will find another gig.  And if not, he has the street
cred to start his own.

It is going to be like this for any band that wants to tour and play the bigger venues,
vaccined, or you are fired.  

Wettberwerb

%

%
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

walmart, home depot,... the grocery stores you can come and go but the employer next
door say you must take to shot to come and go... 

 

you can take the shot an shove up your AZZ hole... 

pap
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

That drummer undoubtedly found another/better gig.
The dot gov employees will find other venues who will value their services.
In short, the entities on the short end of this stick will be those intransigents who insist on
mandating that which we won't cotton to.
It is their enterprises that will suffer.

The real jo blo

%

%
2 Reply"

1 day ago

It's a pretty huge mistake to call messing with people's spiritual beliefs 'touchy'.

Go ahead...touchy.. see what happens...

 

Adino

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

JoBama's new touchie feelie policie
Suzy Q

%

%
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Yale University is proving a tough nut on this one. They sent a notice demanding 100%
compliance from all students and staff by September 1st. I applied for a religious waiver and
gave my explanation. I then received another email telling me to schedule an interview to
"have a conversation" on the subject of not less than 15 minutes. I can't wait to see how
they try to convince me my religion is wrong and in fact theologically compatible with a
Pfizer or Moderna product.

fightapathy
%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

You are wasting your time and money just to become a Yale Turd!
Time to play

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

I'd write back and tell them they better reserve at least 4 hours.  Let's start at the
beginning, shall we?

BeerBelly

%

%
1 Reply"

1 day ago

thank you for sharing.  I will be handed down the mandate next week.
BeerBelly

%

%

1 day ago

Adapt this for your own uses, but I believe the basic points will help tremendously.

The objective here is to ensure they know you're NOT REFUSING (grounds for
dismissal).

You're simply letting them know in a friendly way... that you require them provide you
with the information you need to have informed consent (the very CORE of the
Nuremberg Code, to which they are obligated to follow!)

Epiq Epoch
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******

To whom it may concern,

I write with regard to the matter of the covid vaccine being a condition of my
employment and my desire to be fully informed and appraised of ALL facts before
going ahead and having it administered on my body.

Obviously, there are tensions rising around the world over this being made mandatory -
and frankly, they are highly unneccessary, since the principle of informed consent
reigns supreme (in accordance with the Nuremberg Code, and various legislation that
protects ALL people from harm). I want to start by making it crystal clear, I am not
refusing the vaccine!

In preparation for this time in history, and realizing that we're all in this together - and
we all need to do what we can, I have familiarized myself with the information I need to
be able to give or refuse consent, and in my quest to have these questions answered
since the release of the vaccines as an emergency measure, the vaccine manufacturers
and the officials both in government and health have not provided this information to
me.

It may be because they are absolutely overwhelmed with dealing with the pandemic
from a much higher perspective, which is understandable; who am I to be able to get
an answer in a timely fashion?

But since these health and government officials are making these recommendations to
corporations, I am sure they would have forwarded you the required information that
makes someone's consent informed.

In order for consent to be informed, I require:

1. The approved legal status of any vaccine and if it is experimental and/or mRNA
technology or not.
2. Details and assurances that the vaccine has been fully, independently and rigorously
tested against control groups and the subsequent outcomes of those tests.
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Reply"

3. The full list of contents of the vaccine I am to receive and if any are toxic to the body.
4. A comprehensive database of any and all reported adverse reactions associated
with this vaccine since its introduction.
5. The vaccine you are advocating is NOT ‘experimental and/or mRNA gene altering
therapy’?
6. That I will not be under any duress from yourselves as my employers, in compliance
with the Nuremberg Code?
7. Should I be unfortunate to contract SARS-CoV-2, what is the risk of fatality, and
what is the liklihood of recovery?

Once I have received the above information in full and I am satisfied that there is NO
threat to my health, I will be happy to accept your offer to receive the treatment, but
with certain conditions - namely that:

1. You confirm that I will suffer no harm.
2. Following acceptance of this, the offer must be signed by a fully qualified doctor
who will take full legal and financial responsibility for any injuries occurring to myself,
and/or from any interactions by authorized personnel regarding these procedures.
3. In the event that I should have to decline the offer of vaccination, I would require
confirmation that it will not compromise my position and that I will not suffer prejudice
and discrimination as a result.

I look forward to getting full disclosure related to this recent change to my employment
contract.

Thank you so much!

*********
 

%

%
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

As long as “the Jab” is still experimental and not fully approved by the FDA, pushback
seems legitimate. I’d expect more of an uproar over this. 

BeeGee
%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

The FDA is poised to approve the shot this fall.  How is that approval meaningful,
though?  They are basically blowing off long term testing, which has been the standard
for all other vaccines.  Just shoving it through and saying "approved" without any
studies of long term risk is UNACCEPTABLE.  And no one currently resisting it due to
safety concerns is going to change their mind if the FDA rubber stamps it for their
pharma pals.

flim_flam_man

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/watch-the-new-normal-documentary-
banned-on-youtube/

steiner

%

%
2 Reply"

1 day ago

LAUSD mandates vaccine for all staff and contractors.

LAUSD Mandates COVID-19 Vaccines for All Employees – NBC Los Angeles

cpt. carptastic

%

%

2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

...

Carolynn55

%

%

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/watch-the-new-normal-documentary-banned-on-youtube/
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/lausd-mandates-covid-vaccines-for-all-employees/2671403/
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2 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

Maybe lawyers ought to think about how many people will sue obama as DM reported just
so far  63 people have come down with covid on martha'svineyard, tested positive.And
that's just so far. See all the launderers heading up there now to pay them off or whatever....

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9891873/63-people-Marthas-Vineyard-tested-
positive-Covid-Obamas-60th-birthday-bash.html

Carolynn55
%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Hope Big Mike didn't get it.

Covid can attack the testicles.

WeR138

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

At this time we’re not aware of any cases connected to the Obama party,’ Tisbury
health agent and boards of health spokesperson Maura Valley told DailyMail.com. ‘It’s a
little too early and the only way we’re going to know is through comprehensive contact
tracing.’

Hundreds of people attended Obama’s birthday bash Saturday, flying in from around
the country and congregating under tents where partiers danced, ate and drank the
night away on his estate in Edgartown. 

cpt. carptastic

%

%

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9891873/63-people-Marthas-Vineyard-tested-positive-Covid-Obamas-60th-birthday-bash.html
http://dailymail.com/
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Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago (Edited)

It's now gone up to 74. Get over the Obama laundry. Geez.

 

Carolynn55

EXCLUSIVE: At least 74 people on Martha's Vineyard have
tested positive for Covid-19 since Barack Obama's
maskless 60th birthday bash - the most cases on the island
since April

 

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

Will the cops get behind and support unvaxxed rights?  If not, I put them in a sheethole
of trouble,  along with middle management USA.  That's rigjht all you project
managers, HR trolls, floor leads, and any power hungry covid nazis,  tread very lightly
here.

Ghost of Elon Future

%

%
1 Reply"

1 day ago

" cops "

Any day now.  Any day.

ToSoft4Truth

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Don't forget your local HOA,  another covid choke point with morons willing to
damage you or your property

Ghost of Elon Future

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

SJW will be in new health teams, clearing every home.  
A_Huxley

%

%
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2 Reply"

1 day ago

Is there a fake vaccines that don’t work exemption ? 
wcole225

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

As usual, the lawyers win.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

%

%

2 Reply"

1 day ago

What's there to navigate? STFU and accept the exemption if they are claiming religious
reasons. It certainly isn't for the employer to question.

chubbar

%

%

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Does not wanting to be part of the Branch Covidian cult count? 
wick7

%

%
1 Reply"

1 day ago

psaki is not a licensed physician

biden is not a licensed physician  

left blank

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Amerika is no longer the land of the free as the tyrannical blumber Joe is destroying our
freedoms along with our Constitution.

pdh7274

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Their tyranny has a cost, it's coming.
HoodRatKing

%

%
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1 day ago

So, this inspired a quick send out of something that you MIGHT use with the government
(likely not, because frankly, they're a bag of dicks... but worth a try! Your income is on the
line after all)

But you would probably do well to keep this handy for your place of employment and
hopefully use it as a means to help the whole company wake up!!

Adapt this for your own uses, but I believe the basic points will help tremendously.

The objective here is to ensure they know you're NOT REFUSING (grounds for dismissal).

You're simply letting them know in a friendly way... that you require them provide you with
the information you need to have informed consent (the very CORE of the Nuremberg Code,
to which they are obligated to follow!)

******

To whom it may concern,

I write with regard to the matter of the covid vaccine being a condition of my employment
and my desire to be fully informed and appraised of ALL facts before going ahead and
having it administered on my body.

Obviously, there are tensions rising around the world over this being made mandatory - and
frankly, they are highly unneccessary, since the principle of informed consent reigns
supreme (in accordance with the Nuremberg Code, and various legislation that protects ALL
people from harm). I want to start by making it crystal clear, I am not refusing the vaccine!

In preparation for this time in history, and realizing that we're all in this together - and we all
need to do what we can, I have familiarized myself with the information I need to be able to
give or refuse consent, and in my quest to have these questions answered since the release
of the vaccines as an emergency measure, the vaccine manufacturers and the officials both
in government and health have not provided this information to me.

Epiq Epoch
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It may be because they are absolutely overwhelmed with dealing with the pandemic from a
much higher perspective, which is understandable; who am I to be able to get an answer in
a timely fashion?

But since these health and government officials are making these recommendations to
corporations, I am sure they would have forwarded you the required information that makes
someone's consent informed.

In order for consent to be informed, I require:

1. The approved legal status of any vaccine and if it is experimental and/or mRNA
technology or not.
2. Details and assurances that the vaccine has been fully, independently and rigorously
tested against control groups and the subsequent outcomes of those tests.
3. The full list of contents of the vaccine I am to receive and if any are toxic to the body.
4. A comprehensive database of any and all reported adverse reactions associated with this
vaccine since its introduction.
5. The vaccine you are advocating is NOT ‘experimental and/or mRNA gene altering
therapy’?
6. That I will not be under any duress from yourselves as my employers, in compliance with
the Nuremberg Code?
7. Should I be unfortunate to contract SARS-CoV-2, what is the risk of fatality, and what is
the liklihood of recovery?

Once I have received the above information in full and I am satisfied that there is NO threat
to my health, I will be happy to accept your offer to receive the treatment, but with certain
conditions - namely that:

1. You confirm that I will suffer no harm.
2. Following acceptance of this, the offer must be signed by a fully qualified doctor who will
take full legal and financial responsibility for any injuries occurring to myself, and/or from any
interactions by authorized personnel regarding these procedures.
3. In the event that I should have to decline the offer of vaccination, I would require
confirmation that it will not compromise my position and that I will not suffer prejudice and
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1 Reply"

discrimination as a result.

I look forward to getting full disclosure related to this recent change to my employment
contract.

Thank you so much!

*********

I hope this helps all of you!

%

%

1 day ago

Here`s an enormously useful article for the Brits on here who want to stand up against the
NWO tyranny, and make a nuisance of themselves against the tyranny by scuppering the
Covid "passports" when they are introduced.

No vaccine passport? No problem !!.

THE Prime Minister and Cabinet ministers such as Michael Gove are taking care not to
mention it, having doubtless been coached by the Scientific Pandemic Insights Group on
Behaviours (SPI-B), but the exemptions to mask-wearing apply equally to vaccine pass-
presenting, meaning that no unvaccinated person may be barred from any event.

Exemption can be self-declared, since no proof may be demanded by the organiser or staff
supervising admission to premises. This is hardly surprising, since how could the Equalities
Act 2010 not apply, when it did to masks, for example in supermarkets and on public
transport?

The relevant section about the NHS Covid Pass makes clear that it is not mandatory to have
either the NHS App or any documentary evidence on you. Under the heading ‘Exemptions’,
this is part of what it says:

‘There will also be a small number of exemptions for individuals who have a medical reason
which means they cannot vaccinate or test. These individuals will need to self-declare their

Greed is King

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-politics-57988623
https://www.nhsx.nhs.uk/covid-19-response/using-the-nhs-covid-pass/#exemptions
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1 Reply"

medical exemption directly with you.

‘A digital solution is being developed which will enable individuals with a medical exemption
to show their Covid-19 status using the NHS Covid Pass. In the interim, please follow the
advice below.

‘Please be mindful and respectful where there are potentially circumstances where a
customer or individual cannot safely demonstrate their Covid-19 status by taking a
vaccination or a test. This could include people:

·         with learning disabilities or autistic individuals, or with a combination of impairments
which result in the same distress.

·         those suffering from or under medical supervision for acute or evolving serious
diseases or those receiving palliative care or undergoing treatment with unpleasant side
effects.

‘Event or venue organisers in England that choose to use the NHS Covid Pass as a
condition of entry can decide whether to accept self-declared medical exemptions where an
individual cannot vaccinate or test, ensuring they comply with the Equalities Act 2010.

----------------------------------------------------

Full article:

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/no-vaccine-passport-no-problem/

%

%

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/equality-act-2010-guidance
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/no-vaccine-passport-no-problem/
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

PhDs most hesitant to take shot...

Interesting, but hardly surprising, especially considering that, as a whole, these individuals
are among the most highly educated and intelligent people on the planet.

The Future Is Now

What’s more, the paper found that in the first five months of
2021, the largest decrease in hesitancy was among the least
educated — those with a high school education or
less. Meanwhile, hesitancy held constant in the most educated
group; by May, those with Ph.Ds were the most hesitant group. 

So not only are the most educated people most sceptical of taking
the Covid vaccine, they are also the least likely the change their
minds about it… 

%

%

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

It's a sick society that depends on lawyers (many of whom are of the Globalist Cabal) to
negotiate everything.

If I'm forced to hire uneducated DeShandez lest I be guilty of "racial discrimination", no one
should be allowed to discriminate against those who refuse to take an experimental mRNA
biologic that hasn't even been approved by the FDA (which is itself in the pay of the corrupt
drug companies)

Arthur Pendragon

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

President Joe Biden is weighing vaccines mandates for interstate travel, according to the
Associated Press (AP) on Thursday.

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/08/13/joe-biden-vaccines-interstate-travel/

boyplunger7777

%

%

https://unherd.com/thepost/the-most-vaccine-hesitant-education-group-of-all-phds/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/08/13/joe-biden-vaccines-interstate-travel/
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7 Reply"

1 day ago

This is excellent news. Border patrols between states preventing travel between them
will encourage balkanization and make secession much easier.

krda

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Awful companies...
MAGA4EVER

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Boycott those companies!!!
The Future Is Now

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

"Mandatory" experimental vaccination to test the limits of the legal system.

Voluntary consent?

Legal capacity to give consent...

Is it free choice?

Duress?

Gov overreaching?

Was it really and enlightened decision to accept?

What are the results of participation?

 

A_Huxley

%

%
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

I would claim it’s against my religion.

Because I don’t believe.

Wayoutwilly
%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

"Vegans" are exempted from vaccines in the UK and soon EU, because "vegan" is
considered a religion. 

DeeDeeTwo

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

And as luck would have it I’m identifying as vegan suddenly 
wcole225

%

%

3 Reply"

1 day ago

(quickly tucks pepperoni under napkin)
Jim in MN

%

%
1 1 Reply"

1 day ago

Trans Vegan
General Byzantine

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

They won't give you an exemption? Tell them you'll sue.

The threats need to be made or else they will take every single right you have.

Death2Fiat

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

We need a way to fight this. So far nothing concrete has emerged. I think it likely many more
companies will demand compliance - it doesn’t leave a lot of options.

WileyCoyote

%

%
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4 Reply"

1 day ago

Everyone say no.

Their move now.

Cock Strong

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Yeah too late - many already did it WILLINGLY.
cpt. carptastic

%

%
1 Reply"

1 day ago

The concrete way to fight it is your Constitutional right for a Religious exemption, one
of the principal cornerstones of the founding of America.  

A religious exemption covers you “forever” and you do not need any evidence or proof
other than your own sincerely held religious beliefs (or ethical/moral beliefs).

Federal law states that you have to express your sincerely-held religious belief. You do
not have to prove that you attend church (or mosque or temple). You need to clearly
explain why the vaccine (and mask and testing if you are claiming it) violates your
sincerely-held religious belief.

xchange4u

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

That is a good idea. I live in CA, where religious and philosophical exemptions do
not exist. 

WileyCoyote

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Right, like my 2nd amendment rights in California.

 

Moron.

cpt. carptastic

%

%
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Reply"

13 hours agoleft blank

https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/covid-outbreak-hits-
carnival-cruise-despite-every-guest-staff-being-vaccinated-zero-
unvaccinated-aboard/

%

%

Reply"

23 hours ago

I'd like to see something like "go fund me" but specifically aimed at collecting donations to
fund never ending lawsuits against employers with each lawsuit pursuing a different legal
theory.  Over time the successful theories will rise to the top.  We can use evolutionary
principles to fight for liberties.  

give-me-a-break

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Measles vaccine, (from the image, in the article).  I did my wife's family history going back to
only grandparents on both sides.  Two child deaths from measles.  Both back in the 1960's
(Asia).

I advise measles, tetanus and shingles vaccines.  Covid-19, I got vaccinated and I'm good
with that, but I'll respect that it should be a personal choice and not mandated.

I told my older brother, "get a shingles vac," he didn't.  Years later, one day, he commented,
"I wish I had listened."  Tetanus is freaky.  Imagine a muscle spasm that bends your back so
hard that your spine fractures in multiple places, that it tenanus (tetany).

Stevious

%

%

https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/covid-outbreak-hits-carnival-cruise-despite-every-guest-staff-being-vaccinated-zero-unvaccinated-aboard/
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Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

Hopefully, when these employees who are being coerced to take these vaccines against
their will start experiencing serious adverse events, there will be a FLOOD of civil cases
brought forth. Such demands from an employer to maintain one's employment are on the
precipice of "force". Just a demand one prove a preferred race, white for instance, is illegal,
how can this not be?

Alice-the-dog
%

%

Reply"

PREMIUM 1 day ago

I could swear this is something that would be written for the Associated Ass Press.  

Vjclick

%

%
Reply"

1 day ago

you know the employers don’t care about immunity— only vaccination. i offered to get an
antibody test to prove i had natural immunity and was denied. it would be amusing to see
the vax’d get antibody tests, how many would fail?

You could also make the argument that there are no A1C or Glucose passports even
though heart disease and diabetes are much bigger health problems than Covid.

what would be the outcry if you had to register your AIDs test result at work?
 

quantumgravity

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

 

Which established religions ban their members from getting covid "immunizations" ?  Asking
for a friend.

Montgomery Burns

%

%
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1 Reply"

1 day ago

Christian Science is the only religion that prohibits vaccines. It' kind of ironic, since
TPTB keep ramming the vaxx down our throats in the name of "science".

Whoa Dammit

%

%

5 Reply"

1 day ago

Not true. Those of us who are Orthodox Christian, sometimes called Orthodox
Catholic or Eastern Orthodox, do not believe in taking any treatments or
medications that have been developed, tested and/or contain aborted fetal cells as
abortion is murder & an abomination in God's eyes.

BigDawgz

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

That's what I told Yale. But they still intend to "have a conversation" with me
about it before considering my exemption request.

fightapathy

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Make sure you cough a few times during your 15 minute interview. A big achoo
will go over well too.

They just want to put a face with your name.

Suzy Q

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

It's time to dig into scripture, my friend.  
BeerBelly

%

%
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Reply"

1 day ago

If you wish harm to unvaccinated people know this:

a) you're most probably white

b) they're most probably black

Enjoy your white privilege.

https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/latest-data-on-covid-19-vaccinations-
race-ethnicity/

hlecter
%

%

3 3 Reply"

1 day ago

Just to make things CRYSTAL CLEAR here:

SEMITES are NOT CAUCASIANS.

 

MontgomeryScott

%

%

3 2 Reply"

1 day ago

SO, some entity thinks that SEMITES are actually CAUCASIANS?

I suppose that this entity thinks that there are ACTUALLY more than TWO human
'sexes' as well.

I feel sorry for your willful ignorance, downvoter.

MontgomeryScott

%

%

2 1 Reply"

1 day ago

They fear the truth.
toejam

%

%

https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/latest-data-on-covid-19-vaccinations-race-ethnicity/
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Reply"

1 day ago

U got miseducated.

Whites and blacks have always co mingled.

Whites are hebrew also.

Vikings dumbass.

Scornd

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

It's a case of stolen identity. And unfortunately whites get the blame for what theives
do.

Suzy Q

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

Obama Variant: Martha’s Vineyard Hit with Coronavirus Spike After Superspreader Birthday
Party

Martha's Vineyard Hit with Coronavirus Spike After Obama Party (breitbart.com)

BugMan

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

I'm shocked, I tell you, shaken to my core. How could this happen? All the precautions
taken, people taking private jets, the guest list trimmed to the bare bones, everyone
tested or vaxxed, everyone's temperature taken, massive social distancing (notice how
far away the non-elites are from the party), the party held outdoors in a tent, and they
were all democrats. But here we are, a super spreader event. It was the dog, that's my
story and I'm sticking to it. 

Suzy Q

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

You forgot they were all "sophisticated"
BeerBelly

%

%

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/08/13/obama-variant-marthas-vineyard-hit-with-coronavirus-spike-after-superspreader-birthday-party/
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Reply"

22 hours ago

And mostly peaceful?
Suzy Q

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

These companies are throwing up a flag to the govt. in hopes they will save them from
lawsuits and I don't think it will happen.  Businesses that are demanding their employees to
have the vaccine are liable if they get sick and/or get long term issues like weakness or
some degenerative condition let alone if they die.  If the company was smar they wouldn't
but some aren't.

Buck Johnson

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

@$350 / hour, nobody's suing anyone
onemorething

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago

The courts aren't going to do anything but side with any pro-vax entity.  
flim_flam_man

%

%

Reply"

1 day ago (Edited)

The USA just couldn't stand-by idly while there was a surplus of Lawyers!   Gotta stir the pot
and get some clients!

BIDEN and the CDC TO THE RESCUE!

motoXdude

%

%

1 Reply"

1 day ago

Take Action, please weigh in on this one.  
itstippy

%

%
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